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Redundency





Dre ms



Back to “redundency”

Using 26 letters, the number of possible
“words” that are ten letters long is

2610 = 141,167,095,653,376

e.g. ygfetodskg



Back to “redundency”

BUT: there are only

35,529

ten-letter words in the English language.













Coding Theory makes the metaphor precise

Build redundancy into data to:
1. Detect errors in data transmission.
2. Correct errors in data transmission.
3. Repair erasures in data

transmission/storage.



A code on the alphabet {0,1}

Say we use words of length n= 6.
Code words:

(0,0,0,0,0,0), (0,0,0,1,1,1),
(1,1,1,0,0,0), (1,1,1,1,1,1).

Information rate: 2/6 = 1/3.

Dimension of code is k = (1/3)×6= 2.



Data corruption

Suppose you receive the following message:

(0,1,0,0,0,0)

Which of the codewords

(0,0,0,0,0,0), (0,0,0,1,1,1),
(1,1,1,0,0,0), (1,1,1,1,1,1).

do you think you were meant to receive?



Minimum distance

A (linear) code with minimum distance d can

1. detect up to d −1 many errors.
2. correct up to ⌊

d −1
2

⌋
many errors.



Data erasure

Suppose you receive the following message:

(1,1, ,0,0,0)

Which of the codewords

(0,0,0,0,0,0), (0,0,0,1,1,1),
(1,1,1,0,0,0), (1,1,1,1,1,1).

do you think you were meant to receive?



Locality

A code has locality r if any of its symbols
can be reconstructed from knowledge of r
other symbols.



Fundamental Constraint

The parameters [n,k ,d , r ] of a code are
subject to:

n−k −
⌈
k

r

⌉
+2≥ d .



Recent work (2017)

We have constructed on an alphabet of 7
letters, with parameters

[n,k ,d , r ]= [48,31,3,2].

Note that

48−31−
⌈
31
2

⌉
+2= 3.



Who’s “we”?

Alexander Barg, University of Maryland

Kathryn Haymaker, Villanova University

Everett Howe, Center for Communications Research

Gretchen Matthews, Clemson University

Anthony Várilly-Alvarado, Rice University



Applications

1. Distributed storage systems.
2. Cloud storage.



What do I read now?

Judy Walker, Codes and Curves.


